
The institutional leader in digital 
asset trading and execution for
banks
WIRESWARM’s institutional-grade infrastructure provides a robust mission-critical
gateway for trading and execution of digital assets. It enables banks, brokers, OTC 
desks and market makers to connect to and interact seamlessly with the world’s most
liquid and regulated digital asset and cryptocurrency trading and execution venues.
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Connect

A single normalized FIX connection links 
WIRESWARM to a financial institution’s core, 
delivering seamless and secure access to a 
comprehensive array of exchanges, market
makers and brokers. Only one connection is
needed to gain access to the entire market.

Allocate

WIRESWARM enables financial institutions
to decide how and when to trade, either
directly with an exchange or via an 
intermediary, using WIRESWARM’s
advanced Smart Order Routing and
execution logic.

Execute

WIRESWARM allows institutions to define
and deploy unique customized execution
algos to meet their specific needs. 
Together with WIRESWARM’s lightning-fast 
execution, this gives institutions
confidence that orders are always
correctly executed via the most regulated
and liquid venues.

Solution

WIRESWARM is a digital asset and crypto currency
trading and execution platform. It allows financial
institutions to maintain a single “always-on” 
connection with all major digital asset liquidity
providers such as exchanges, brokers, OTC desks
and market makers. Using WIRESWARM, a 
financial institution can choose the optimal 
counterparties with which to place orders, thereby
ensuring best execution for clients.
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Benefits
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Features

Giving financial institutions the right tools to navigate
the digital asset trading landscape with ease.

Solving financial institutions biggest problems and
challenges in digital asset trading.

Liquidity and
connectivity provider

Wide range of supported
crypto exchanges, crypto
brokers, crypto market
makers and crypto data
providers.

Business functions, 
automation and risk
management

Fully automated hedging
and configurable pre-
trade check risk
management.

High availability and
performance

Reliable and robust 
system built on multi-
threaded, memory
efficient, highly
concurrent infrastructure.

Order and execution
management

Flexible order
management so you can
execute any order in any
market globally.

User interface and
reports

Highly configurable
trading UI with charting, 
full order book, reference
data and historical data
management.

APIs 
and integration

Multiple API options for
seamless integration into
existing infrastructure by
using standard
technology.

Smart-Order-
Routing, execution
algos and RFQ

Wide range of Best 
Execution capabilities to 
execute large orders with
minimal price impact.

Advanced
features

Extensive list of
advanced features
institutional market
participants typically
need.

Installation and
deployment

On-Premise or Private 
Cloud deployment to fully
protect order flow, API 
and private keys.
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Secure

API/Private keys are fully secure and order
flow is completely private.

Customizable

Open-source architecture can be
customized for user-specific requirements.

Automated

Any type of execution logic can be fully
automated.

Reliable

Built on the most robust architecture and
state-of-the-art technology.

Fast

Orders are executed with maximum speed
in order to reduce transaction cost and risk.

Fully supported

Comprehensive guidance for installation
and customization. Onsite and remote 
training and consulting.
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User interface

Highly configurable trading UI with charting, full order
book, reference data and historical data
management.



Europe
WIRESWARM (AlgoTrader AG)
Letzigraben 86
8003 Zurich
Switzerland
+41 44 291 14 85
info@wireswarm.net

Americas
WIRESWARM (AlgoTrader Inc.)
80 River St. Suite 3D
Hoboken NJ 07030
USA
+1 347 343 3783
info@wireswarm.net

Asia– Pacific 
WIRESWARM (AlgoTrader Pte. Ltd.)
GB Building, 143, Cecil Street, Level 3
229451 Singapore
Singapore
+65 3138 2075
info@wireswarm.net
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Get started
By delivering a comprehensive
feature set, along with the 
mission-critical robustness and
support that institutions
demand.

WIRESWARM is the one-stop-
shop solution for any
organization interested in 
offering a secure, flexible, fast 
and efficient digital asset
trading, or portfolio
management service

Partner


